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(Image credit: Facebook) Facebook has launched a new set of cloud-streamed games, which will enable users on Android and the web to play instantly, with no downloads required. It is competing with the likes of Google’s Stadia, Amazon Luna and Microsoft’s xCloud, although the focus is totally different.As opposed to the console experience on
other devices, Facebook's gaming service is limited to mobile games.As Jason Rubin VP of Play, Facebook put it, "We believe cloud gaming will increase — not replace — the options to jump into great games. We’re not trying to replace your phone either. We think you’ll find that there are times when jumping quickly into a cloud game is a better
option, and sometimes it’s not."The games include genres like sports, card, simulation, and strategy games."As our beta progresses and cloud technology scales, we'll increase the variety of game genres. That expansion will start in 2021 with the addition of action and adventure games. Games will launch with in-app purchases and ads enabled,
depending on game format and developer choice," Facebook said.Cloud game streaming promises to deliver great access to games across every screen. And apparently, Facebook has been at it for some time now, albeit with select beta users. "Today we’re announcing that Facebook Gaming has launched several cloud-streamed games in the
Facebook app and on browser — playable instantly, with no downloads required," Facebook and significantly added: "We recently had 200,000 people playing our cloud-streamed games per week in limited regions".Stating that cloud game streaming for the masses still has a way to go, Facebook pointed out that it’s important to embrace both the
advantages and the reality of the technology rather than try to oversell where it’ll be in the future.The games available now(Image credit: Facebook)The first set of games available this week include Asphalt 9: Legends by Gameloft; Mobile Legends: Adventure by Moonton; PGA TOUR Golf Shootout by Concrete Software, Inc.; Solitaire: Arthur’s Tale
by Qublix Games; and WWE SuperCard by 2K. "In the coming weeks we’ll add Dirt Bike Unchained by Red Bull, and we’ll continue to test new experiences and expand the games library in number, type, and genre."Facebook has also unveiled an improved and dedicated Facebook Gaming Play destination with developer success as a key priority. "Our
newly designed Gaming tab includes updated discovery and re-engagement features to help players find new games, get back into the ones they’ve played, and recommend new games to try."Why it is not on Apple devices?Facebook Gaming is being launched on the web and on Android, but it’s not available on iOS. Facebook says Apple’s App Store
terms and conditions is to blame for the situation."Even with Apple’s new cloud games policy, we don’t know if launching on the App Store is a viable path," Facebook said and added "Apple treats games differently and continues to exert control over a very precious resource. Stay tuned as we work out the best way for people to play games when and
how they want, regardless of what device they bought".Source: Facebook (opens in new tab).Best smart home devices in India for 2020 for all budgets Where is your cloud and how do you manage it? I toss that question at an occasional CIO and get borderline lucid answers. Most don’t yet use clouds but lust after them. Others leverage public clouds
for non-privileged and mission-uncritical work. A scant few have cobbled together their own private clouds (p-clouds). P-clouds and rentable clouds are as similar to Sherman tanks and kangaroos. The promise of agile clouds is that you would be able to establish your own internal p-cloud and extended it ad hoc to external, rented cloud resources.
Currently this requires either a significant amount of home grown engineering or adherence to one or another public clouds tools and management protocols. Either approach is anathema to IT. All radical growth spurts in IT technologies have occurred when open standards were popularized. UNIX killed MPE, VMS and other also-rans. Likewise
Linux is slowly killing proprietary UNIX and blocking Windows Server growth. TCP/IP and Berkeley Sockets killed Netware, Vines and a slate of sluggish competitors. x32 and x64 chips have all but eliminated SPARC, Itanium and other red-headed step children. Standards make stuff happen because it invites commoditization and interoperability, the
top two CIO wet dreams. It is unsurprising then that a number of the smarter industry players are pushing standards for cloud computing. When a document titled the “Open Could Manifesto” is singed by IBM, Sun, VMware, Cisco, EMC, SAP, Advanced Micro Devices, Elastra, Akamai, Novell, Rackspace, RightScale and GoGrid, you see that standards
are as important to vendors as well as their customers. Oddly, HP and Microsoft are not on the list of signatories. Microsoft’s absence is understandable, as is Amazon. Ballmer’s bezerkers have launched Azure. In their effort to own everything, Microsoft wants no part of plans that commoditize clouds. Amazon is as an understandable absentee too.
Having popularized clouds they do not wish to diminish their lead in the industry. HP however is puzzlement. The manifesto asks vendors to “ensure that the challenges to cloud adoption (security, integration, portability, interoperability, governance/management, metering/monitoring) are addressed through open standards.” HP has made good profit
from standards be they PCs, servers or the network management protocols that feed their still wildly popular Openview suite. Perhaps HP was excluded from the manifesto group as IBM/Sun merger talks were in progress. Nothing marginalizes a competitor quite like excluding them from a standards group. In their trashing of the manifesto,
Microsoft marginalized itself. The bugga in the boo is that the manifesto is nothing more than a declaration of desire – a love letter to the market. It sets forth high-level principles for cloud vendors to adopt and little else. It is a more threat than action – a way to get competing vendors to either commit to open interoperability or appear to the public
as old-school lock-in tech companies (hence Microsoft’s absence). Like other religions, it articulates noble goals through pretty words. The beheadings come later. The Open Cloud Manifesto web site is sparse – more of a staging ground for discussion than a hotbed of action. Without action, without translation of high minded desires into concrete
cloud interoperability, it stands as nothing more than a wiki of wonder. Let’s hope that IBM buys Sun and repurposes it as the leader in open cloud technology, using the Open Cloud Manifesto organization as engineering epicenter to the next wave of IT infrastructure. Finally, a good use for Sun. During Google’s opening keynote of its I/O developers
conference, the company showed off improvements to Google+, a Samsung Galaxy S4 sans the TouchWiz treatment, and a new music-streaming service. But the most uplifting news for Android developers found just after half an hour into a mammoth three-and-a-half-hour keynote was the news that Google is developing its own Android development
environment. This new environment, called Android Studio, is based on the community edition of the IntelliJ IDEA IDE. For the past few months, I’ve been using IntelliJ as my preferred Android IDE, and it has, by and large, been a great experience. There are a few hiccups and changes from the usual Eclipse environment, but far less hair tearing and
yelling than I was used to from working in Eclipse. Even so, at times using IntelliJ, I have wished that it had tighter integration with Android’s tool set, and that the existing documentation and useful tools were not so Eclipse specific. As a developer who has wrestled with Eclipse many times over the years, often after Eclipse upgrades itself produces
incompatibilities with the Android tools, I am glad that Google has finally chosen to embrace an IDE and improve the development options available. In the near future, there will hopefully be a development environment for Android that can rival the options available for iOS and Windows Phone. Eclipse may try, but it cannot keep up with Visual
Studio, or even XCode. The Eclipse Foundation, which includes Google, has had well over a decade to make Eclipse a worthy IDE, but it suffers under its own weight. IntelliJ might not be there at the moment, but it has the potential to be far better than Eclipse is. Watch the clip below, and see the new features that have appeared in Android Studio
already. I’ve installed and upgraded IntelliJ from my Linux distribution’s package manager for many months, and never ended up in a place reminiscent of Eclipse upgrade hell, where I’ve needed to reinstall the IDE from scratch to blow away some borked preference files. In short, Eclipse has been moved onto death row. It has taken a long time to
get here, but Android developers can look forward to a better, and hopefully lighter, development experience. If you administer cloud servers or services, such as those from Amazon Web Services or Rackspace, you might be relieved to learn that you don’t need access to a notebook or desktop PC to perform routine administrative tasks. Install one of
these five apps–AWS Console, Android AWS Manager, Decaf Amazon EC2 Client, Rackspace, or ConnectBot–on your Android phone or tablet, and you can manage your cloud infrastructure from anyplace where you can access the Internet. The first three apps are compatible with AWS, the fourth can be used with Rackspace, and the fifth is a Secure
Shell client that’s compatible with any cloud host. AWS Console is a free Android app that provides a simple administrative interface to the following Amazon Web Services: Elastic Cloud Computer (EC2), Simple Storage Service (S3), Simple Notification Service (SNS), Relational Database Services (RDS), Route 53 (Amazon’s Domain Name System
Web service), and CloudFront (Amazon’s Web-hosting service). It’s primarily designed for tablets running Honeycomb or Ice Cream Sandwich, but it also works on Android phones. AWS Console has a simple but user-friendly interface.Once you’ve added a user account by inputting your AWS access ID and secret access key (from the AWS Security
Credentials page), you can select the desired AWS region and log in. On a tablet you’ll see a nicely laid out-navigation system, but on a phone you must use the menu key to navigate between each AWS service and its properties. The app lets you perform most of the basic instance tasks (create, start, stop, reboot, terminate, and so on) available from
the official AWS Management Console website. It does not, however, allow you to manage components such as load balancers or network interfaces for Amazon’s EC2. Overall, the AWS Console app provides a simple interface for managing your AWS services. Though it lacks graphics and has a plain look and feel, it remains relatively user friendly and
serves its purpose. The only gripe I have is that you must select the AWS region before logging in–a pain for admins who deploy services across multiple regions. Since this app doesn’t provide password protection, I strongly advise you enable the native Android lock screen PIN, password, or pattern on your device if you decide to use it; otherwise,
anyone with access to your phone or tablet will also be able to access your AWS account. You can download the app here. Android AWS Manager, currently in beta, is designed primarily for use on smartphones.Another free Android app (currently in beta), Android AWS Manager provides an interface to the EC2, RDS, and Route 53 AWS services.
Though designed primarily for phones, it also works on tablets; it doesn’t rotate from portrait to landscape orientation, however–a limitation that I found annoying when I used the app on a tablet. Android AWS Manager supports fewer AWS services than AWS Console does, and it delivers less functionality for the services it does support (it won’t allow
you to create instances on Amazon’s EC2, for instance). On the other hand, unlike AWS Console, Android AWS Manager supports Elastic Load Balancing (ELB), and you can switch between AWS regions while you’re logged in. This program is also not password-protected on its own, so you should enable the native Android lock screen PIN, password,
or pattern to prevent strangers from accessing your AWS account. You can download the app here. This Android app enables you to manage and monitor your Amazon EC2 infrastructure from either a smartphone or a tablet; it is available for purchase from the Google Play app store for $14.16. Unlike the two free apps we’ve already covered, Decaf
Amazon EC2 Client doesn’t support other AWS services, such as Amazon RDS or Route 53. This app nonetheless justifies its price tag with features missing from its no-cost competitors. Decaf Amazon E2 Client justifies its price tag with features that its no-cost competitors don’t offer.The first time you run Decaf Amazon EC2 Client, it will quickly step
you through the process of configuring it to work with your AWS account. Simply log in to AWS, and the app will access your EC2 key ID and secret access key. Once it connects, you’ll see a listing of the basic EC2 components (Instances, AMIs, EBS Volumes, EBS Snapshots, Elastic IPs, Security Groups, and Key Pair) and the number of those you’re
using. You can click on each to view its details and to perform basic functions (create, start, stop, reset, terminate, and so on) for most of the supported features. If you also have the ConnectBot SSH client installed (an app we’ll discuss in more detail later), you can quickly access your running instances via SSH (Secure Shell). While on the main
screen, tap your phone’s (or tablet’s) menu key to reveal additional features. Tap the Regions button to quickly switch between AWS regions, or tap the CloudWatch button to view the status and historical graphs of your instance’s CPU, disk, and, network usage. Unlike the free apps covered earlier, Decaf Amazon EC2 Client is password-protectable,
so that unauthorized users won’t be able to access and change your EC2 account. Decaf Amazon EC2 app provides a user friendly interface for managing basic AWS services. You can use it to handle most of the same tasks that you can perform using the official AWS Management Console website. There is no support, however, for managing EC2
components such as load balancers or network interfaces. You can purchase the program at Google’s app store. Rackspace developed its own Android app for administering its cloud services.Rackspace developed this free Android app to enable its customers to manage their Rackspace cloud servers, files, and load balancers. It supports multiple
accounts for U.S., UK, and custom API endpoints. You can perform all of the basic cloud server tasks, such as creating, renaming, deleting, resizing, and rebooting instances. You can also ping cloud servers, manage backup schedules, and change root passwords. For your Cloud Files you can view and create containers, upload text files, and download
and preview files. This Rackspace app also offers password protection, to deter unauthorized access to your Rackspace cloud services. You can download the app here. ConnectBot is a free SSH client for Android phones and tablets. ConnectBot is a free, open-source, Secure Shell client for Android that can be used to administer any Linux or Unixbased cloud machine from the CLI (Command Line Interface). It also supports Telnet and local (Android device) connections. ConnectBot supports simultaneous SSH sessions, secure tunnels, and copy/paste operations between other Android apps. It supports popular emulation modes, Terminal bell alerts, and it has an adjustable scroll-back size.
Connections can persist while the app is running in the background, so you can access other apps while connections are open. You can also lock your screen without interrupting a connection. As mentioned earlier, ConnectBot can be integrated with Decaf Amazon EC2, providing the ability to connect to your instances via SSH directly from a shortcut
within Decaf. You can download the app from Google Play. Eric Geier is a freelance tech writer. He’s also the founder of NoWiresSecurity, which provides a cloud-based Wi-Fi security service for businesses, and On Spot Techs, which provides on-site computer services.
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